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Purpose

Provides instructions for the use of AirFlare search technology for testing, training and active searches.

Quick Start Sequence

Follow the steps in the table below in conjunction with the remainder of the AirFlare Search Technology
User Guide for onboarding to AirFlare Search Technology.
This onboarding sequence is best conducted in a test / mock search scenario.
Resources required:
1. AirFlare Detector
2. Search Device (IOS or Android) with Field Console installed
3. Lost Subject Device (IOS or Android) with the AirFlare (adventurer-side) app installed.
4. Optional: Google Earth Pro (Installed on Search Device or accessible Desktop Computer)
5. Optional: GPS application such as Gaia or Avenza (Installed on Search Device)
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For each onboarding step in the table below, follow the hyperlink in the “User Guide Section” column to
navigate to the corresponding section. At the end of each User Guide Section, push Ctrl+Click on the
“Return to Quick Start Guide” button to return to the onboarding steps table.

Return to Quick Start Guide
Sequence of Onboarding Steps
Step Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11

Setup AirFlare Technology
Power on Detector. Connect to Search Device via
Field Console
Verify Detector broadcasting Admin and Search
WiFi networks
Register Field Console to enable ability to conduct
a Registry Search
Ensure Detector software is up to date. (Periodic
maintenance activity).
Obtain Detector GPS fix via:
• GPS Assist (Warm Start)
• Detector Internal GPS chip
View and share GPS coordinates in multiple
formats
Conduct a Registry Search. Download AFID. Install
AFID on a Detector to search for Lost Subject
WARNING: AirFlare Registry is a live database. For
Testing / Training conduct Registry search on
known test subject. See note in User Guide 
Verify Location Return functionality.
(Requires two devices: A Search Device with Field
Console and a Lost Subject Device with AirFlare
app).
Can be done in conjunction with Step 6 OR repeat
first two steps of Step 6 (Conduct Registry Search +
Download AFID)
Configure a Detector to search for a Lost Subject
who is not an AirFlare subscriber
Create a Search Recording
Recommendation: Execute this step with Detector
configured to search for an AirFlare Beacon (a Lost
Subject Phone with AirFlare app installed) from
Step 8 above.
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Equipment and Downloads
Detector Startup, Orientation
and Initial Configuration
WiFi Networks Broadcast by
Detector
Authorize Registry Search

Page
9
10
20
23

Update Detector Software

25

Managing the Detector’s
Internal GPS

30

View Other GPS Formats and
Share Coordinates
Search Registry and Configure
Detector to Search for an
AirFlare Subscriber

32

Lost Subject Location Return

37

Manually Configure Detector to
Search a Non-AirFlare
Subscriber
Starting and Stopping a Search

42

34

47
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Step Description
12

View and respond to Subject Fix information

13

Use Beeper as a homing device.
Test Beeper
Mute Beeper
View the list of Search Recordings on the Home
Screen.
View Search Recording details on the View
Recording Screen
Share Search Recording files
Delete Search Recording files
View Search Results on the Search Device
Transfer Search Results to view on another device
Interpret Search Results

14

15

User Guide Section

Retrieving Subject GPS
Coordinates from Location
Capture
Detector Beeper

Page
50
53

Manage Search Recordings

55

View and Interpret Search
Results in Google Earth

58

AirFlare Technology Definitions

Terms and definitions specific to the AirFlare app and AirFlare Search Technology.

AirFlare Components Definitions

Identifies and defines the components which make up the AirFlare ecosystem.

AirFlare App: An app, downloadable from iTunes and Google Play app stores which transforms an
adventurer’s mobile phone into a Wilderness Rescue Beacon. With an active subscription, the AirFlare
app enables a search team to conduct a search specifically for the adventurer’s phone if they become
the subject of a search – whether the phone is in or out of cellular service.
AirFlare Search Technology: Collectively, the set of AirFlare technologies used by search teams to aid in
the location of a lost subject including Field Console, Web Console, Registry and Detector
Registry: Accessible only by authorized search team personnel, the AirFlare Registry stores an
adventurer’s Profile, including the unique AirFlare ID used to detect the adventurer’s phone in an active
search.
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Detector: A specialized device carried by search team personnel via ground or aerial search, used to
detect a lost adventurer’s mobile phone in or out of cell service.
Backpack Detector: A Detector carried by ground search personnel
UAV Detector: A Detector transported in the air via UAV (drone)
Field Console: An app downloaded to a search team member’s mobile phone or tablet used to manage,
control and administer AirFlare Search Technology.
Web Console: The personal computer version of Field Console. An app downloaded to a search team PC
used to manage, control and administer AirFlare Search Technology.
GIS Software: Used to visualize and analyze data files created by AirFlare Detector in a search for a
missing adventurer’s beacon. AirFlare Detector creates a standard .kml file compatible with most
common GIS packages, including Google Earth.

AirFlare Features Definitions

Defines all major AirFlare Search and Rescue features which are currently implemented or pending
implementation with a target date.
LO C AT IO N RE TU RN :
A Lost Adventurer phone’s GPS coordinates are returned to a Search Team when they become the subject
of a Search.
When a search is initiated for an AirFlare subscriber, a notification is sent to the subject phone. If
the phone is within cellular service and the Lost Adventurer does not respond to the notification
within 20 seconds, the GPS coordinates of the subject phone are sent back to the Search Team. If
the Lost Adventurer’s phone is not in cellular service, the notification will be delivered once it
returns online.
AI RF L ARE B E AC ON DE TE CT IO N :
Enables a Search Team to configure AirFlare Search Technology to search for a specific phone belonging to
a specific Lost Adventurer.
When an Adventurer downloads and subscribes to AirFlare, a unique AirFlare Beacon is installed
on their phone. If that Adventurer becomes the subject of a search, a Search Team configures an
AirFlare Detector to search for that Beacon. When the Detector comes within range of the subject
phone, the Search Team is notified the subject is in the vicinity, and the Detector can be used as a
homing device.
LO C AT IO N C A PT URE :
A Lost Adventurer phone’s GPS coordinates are returned to a Search Team when a Detector comes within
range.
When a Detector comes within range of a Lost Subject’s phone with AirFlare installed, the
Detector prompts the phone to return its GPS coordinates to the searcher. The phone will
immediately return its best known GPS coordinates with an accuracy estimate, and will
continuously optimize and resend its coordinates as accuracy is improved.
NON - AI RF L ARE S UB S CR I B E R DE TE C TI ON :
Enables a Search Team to configure AirFlare Search Technology to search for a phone without an AirFlare
Beacon installed (i.e. belonging to an Adventurer who is not an AirFlare subscriber).
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A Search Team can configure an AirFlare Detector to search for the Lost Adventurer’s phone via a
Wi-Fi address known or suspected to be stored on the phone (for example, a home or work
network, the network of a frequently visited coffee shop, etc.). When the Detector comes within
range of the subject phone, the Search Team is notified the subject is in the vicinity, and the
Detector can be used as a homing device.
LO C AT IO N M E SS A GIN G:
From within the AirFlare app, a Lost Adventurer can automatically pull their phone’s GPS coordinates into
a text message that can be sent to 911 or an emergency contact.
The Lost Adventurer phone must be within cellular service for the message to be sent.
NON - AI RF L ARE S UB S CR I B E R L OC A TI ON RE Q UE S T :
Ability for a search team to send a location return request via text to a mobile phone with or without
AirFlare installed. Upon receipt and approval, the phone automatically pulls it’s GPS coordinates into a
reply text back to the search team.
The Adventurer phone must be within cellular service for the message to be received and
responded to. If the phone is not in cell service, the message will be queued and delivered when
the phone returns to cell service.
SO S S TR OB E :
Uses an AirFlare Subscriber’s phone’s flash light to signal “S-O-S.”
The SOS Strobe can be used at night or in low light to signal towards lights, a passing aircraft or
into an open space where people may be present.
PE E R -to - PE E R LO C AT IO N RE T URN : (Release Pending)
Ability for an AirFlare user to ping the location of another AirFlare user (example a friend or family
member) with pre-approved permissions.
Both phones (requester and responder) must be within cellular service for location to be returned
to requestor. If the responder’s phone is out of cell service, the request will be queued and will
return its location when the phone returns to cell service.
LO C AT IO N C A CH IN G: (Release Pending)
An Adventurer can opt into automatically uploading their phone’s GPS coordinates into the AirFlare
Registry.
GPS Coordinate uploads occur every 3 minutes when the phone is in cellular service. GPS
coordinates are cached for 30 days. Cached GPS coordinates are available to a Search Team when
an Adventurer becomes the subject of a search (i.e. when the Lost Subject’s AirFlare ID is
downloaded from the Registry).
PE E R -to - PE E R LO C AT IO N TR A CK IN G: (Release Pending)
When an Adventurer opts into Location Caching, their phone’s cached GPS coordinates are accessible to
people to whom the Adventurer has granted access (e.g. friends, family or an emergency contact).
This information can be used to check most recent location of the Adventurer (e.g. at a ski resort)
or to check progress on a trip (e.g. a backpacking trip).
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AirFlare General Definitions

Defines terms commonly used in context of AirFlare.
AirFlare Beacon: A unique profile applied to an adventurer’s phone when AirFlare is installed with an
active subscription. When an adventurer becomes lost, the AirFlare Beacon installed on their phone
enables a search team to conduct a search specifically for their phone.
AirFlare ID: (AirFlare Search ID | AFID). The unique profile of an AirFlare subscriber which is stored in the
AirFlare Registry and which associates them with the AirFlare Beacon installed on their phone. When an
adventurer who is an AirFlare subscriber becomes the subject of a search, the search team identifies
them in the Registry via their profile information, and then uses this AirFlare ID to configure AirFlare
Search Technology to search specifically for the lost adventurer’s phone.
Search Device: Mobile device (IOS or Android) used by Search and Rescue personnel to configure and
control AirFlare Search Technology via the Field Console app.
Lost Subject Device: (Lost Adventurer Device |Lost Subject Phone |Lost Adventurer Phone). Mobile
device (IOS or Android) carried by an adventurer who is the subject of a search. May or may not have
the AirFlare app installed. If the lost subject is an AirFlare subscriber, they will have an AirFlare Beacon
installed on their device and will have an AirFlare ID stored in the AirFlare Registry.
Detector Admin Network: WiFi network broadcast by a Detector used to connect a Search Device to the
Detector via Field Console. A dedicated administrative network used to configure Detector for a search
and to control Detector functions.
Detector Search Network: WiFi network broadcast by Detector to search for a Lost Subject Device. The
Detector Search Network is broadcast after the “AirFlare ID” is returned from the Registry and installed
on the Detector.
Detector Operator: search team personnel authorized and trained to operate AirFlare Search
Technology including conducting a Registry search, configuring an AirFlare Detector to search for a Lost
Subject Device and performing Detector care and maintenance. The Detector Operator may transport
the Detector themselves on an active search or may configure one or more Detectors to be carried by
another search team member.
Search Recording: A record created each time a Detector is activated to search for a Lost Subject Device.
A Search Recording occurs from the time recording is started, to the time the recording is stopped, and
contains the details of the search including the GPS tracks the Detector traveled, whether there were
any detections of the Lost Subject Device and where they occurred, and the GPS coordinates of the Lost
Subject Device if they were returned during the Search Recording.
Search Agency A search team which has adopted AirFlare Search Technology
Search Agency Point of Contact (POC) A single point of contact within the search agency responsible for
all AirFlare Search Technology deployed within the agency. This person is designated to receive
important communications regarding AirFlare such as maintenance and upgrades, new or upgraded
training material and audit reports of Registry searches performed by Detector Operators.
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Subject Fix: Occurs when a Lost Subject Device responds back to a Detector with information about the
Lost Subject Device. Information may include: GPS coordinates with an accuracy estimate, time of last
activity, battery remaining, etc.
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AirFlare Search Technology Setup and Getting Started

The steps in this section should be followed by a Detector Operator for first time setup.

Equipment and Downloads

Following is the hardware and software required to get started with AirFlare Search Technology:
1. AirFlare Detector (Backpack Detector or UAV Detector). Email Denis at support@airflare.com to
order.
a. Ensure Detector has an antenna attached. Operating a Detector without an antenna will
damage hardware.
b. Backpack Detectors ship with a case used for ground transport which protect
components from breakage, dust and moisture. Always transport Backpack Detectors in
the protective case. UAV Detectors do not have a case.
2. Search Device. (An IOS or Android phone or tablet used by the Detector Operator to configure,
control and maintain the Detector).
a. UAV Operators: the same device used to operate the UAV can be used to operate the
UAV Detector. OR, to avoid toggling between Field Console and the UAV flight
applications, a separate Search Device can be dedicated to operate the Detector
3. Download Field Console from Google Play or iTunes to the Search Device.
4. Bookmark Web Console to the desktop computer(s) used to conduct searches.
5. Download Google Earth Pro to the device(s) which will be used to view search results. Search
results can be viewed directly on the Search Device OR can be viewed on a Windows or Mac
computer (e.g. at a command center).
a. Google Earth for IOS: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/googleearth/id293622097?mt=8
b. Google Earth for Android:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.earth
c. Google Earth for Desktop: https://www.google.com/earth/download/gep/agree.html
6. Auxiliary Battery with Micro USB Cable. Detector batteries last approximately 5 hours. If
Detector has potential to be deployed on searches for more than 5 hours, carrying an auxiliary
battery in the field to charge the Detector is recommended. Detectors are charged via a Micro
USB cable.
7. If you would like a free lifetime subscription of AirFlare (the adventurer-side app) see section of
this User Guide: Free Lifetime AirFlare Subscription for Search Team Members OR contact Denis:
denis@vectorflight.com | 805.794.2993

Return to Quick Start Guide
Detector Pre-Delivery Configuration

Your Detector is pre-configured with the following settings:
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1. Detector Type: Detectors are designed to be carried on ground searches (Backpack Detectors) or
flown in the air by UAV (UAV Detector).
a. Backpack Detectors are shipped with an omni-directional antenna optimal for ground
searches, and with a case that protects them from wear-and-tear.
b. UAV Detectors are designed to be mounted on a specific UAV model and are shipped
with a directional antenna optimal for aerial searches. UAV Detectors are also shipped
with an omnidirectional antenna so the UAV Detector can be repurposed for ground
search.
2. Detector Name: Each Detector is uniquely named, identifying the search agency the Detector is
registered to (abbreviation), the Detector type (BP for Backpack or UAV) and the Detector
number in series. For example, Cascadia Mountain Rescue may have the following Detectors:
a. CMR-BP-1, CMR-BP-2, CMR-BP-3, CMR-BP-4
b. CMR-UAV-1, CMR-UAV-2
3. Detector Password: By default, each Search Agency is assigned a unique password to restrict
access. The Detector Password can be changed by the Detector Operator.
Note: Passwords cannot be remotely reset if they are forgotten. Vector Flight keeps record of the default
password assigned to Detectors so we can remind you in the event the password is forgotten. If you
change the password, please notify Vector Flight of the new password so we can update our records. For
password reminder or to change your password in our records: support@airflare.com |
denis@vectorflight.com | 805.794.2993

4. Search File Rendering: Each Search Recording generates a KML file viewable in Google Earth or
other GIS application. Each Detector type (Backpack or UAV) is pre-configured to optimally
render search results for the Detector type. If you frequently use a UAV Detector for ground
searches or a Backpack Detector for aerial searches (e.g. from a helicopter) and would like to
discuss KML file rendering settings, please contact Denis at support@airflare.com |
denis@vectorflight.com | 805.794.2993

Detector Startup, Orientation and Initial Configuration

1. Ensure Detector is fully charged. (Use a micro-USB cable to connect Detector to a 120v wall
outlet, computer or auxiliary power supply).
a. The LED next to the micro-USB port on the Detector indicates battery level:
i. Green: Fully charged
ii. Orange: Mid charge
iii. Red: 10% or less charge remaining
2. Power on Detector and wait 10 seconds for initialization
3. Connect Detector to the Search Device
a. From the Search Device Wi-Fi Settings, connect to the Detector Admin Network.
(Naming convention: AirFlare_Admin_<<Detector Name>>. For example, if Detector
name is “CMR-BP-01” then Admin Network will be “AirFlare_Admin_CMR_BP_01”)
b. When prompted, enter Network Password provided with the Detector.
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4. Open the Field Console app on the Search Device
5. When Field Console is connected to Detector, the Field Console status bar will be Green or
Orange and will display status text. (See “Detector Status Bar Conditions” below).

Return to Quick Start Guide
Detector Status Bar Conditions

This section defines the various Detector Home Screen Status Bar colors and conditional text.
Normal Conditions: Status Bar states where the Detector is functioning properly
Grey Bar: Not Connected: Check WiFi
Indicates Field Console is not connected to a Detector. Ensure Detector is on and go
to WiFi Settings on Search Device to connect to the Detector’s Admin network.
Yellow Bar: Assisting GPS Startup
Indicates Search Device is attempting to transfer GPS coordinates to the Detector in
order to provide it a GPS fix (I.e. “Detector Warm Start”). This state implies the
Search Device has a recent and reliable set of GPS coordinates to share, otherwise
status bar will be “Yellow Bar: Waiting for GPS Fix.” A Search Recording cannot be
started until the Status Bar turns green.
Yellow Bar: Waiting for GPS Fix
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Indicates neither Detector internal GPS nor Search Device (via Detector Warm Start)
is able to obtain a recent and reliable set of GPS coordinates. Detector must acquire
a GPS fix before a Search Recording can be started. Field Console will continue to
attempt Detector Warm Start and simultaneously the Detector internal GPS chip will
attempt to acquire its own GPS fix. A recent and reliable GPS fix from either of these
mechanisms will transition the Status Bar into a Green (Ready or Ready: GPS Assist
Started) state.
Green Bar: Ready: GPS Assist Started
Indicates Detector is ready for a Search Recording to be started, but its current GPS
fix is based on coordinates provided from the Search Device. I.e. the Detector’s
internal GPS chip has not yet acquired its own GPS fix.
Green Bar: Ready
Indicates Detector is ready for a Search Recording to be started. The Detector’s
internal GPS chip has an adequate GPS fix.
Red Bar: Recording
Indicates a Search Recording is currently in process.
Red Bar: Recording: # subject Fixes
Indicates a Search Recording is in process AND the Detector has established
connection with the Lost Subject Device. “# subject Fixes” indicates information has
been uploaded from the lost subject device “#” number of times. Any or all of these
subject Fixes could contain the Lost Subject Device GPS coordinates. See section
“Interpreting Subject Fix Information”
Abnormal Conditions:
Status Bar states where the Detector is not functioning properly
Red Bar: Recording: Lost GPS Fix
Indicates Search Recording is in process, but the Detector internal GPS has lost
connection to GPS satellites and no longer has an accurate GPS fix. Detector Operator
should ensure Detector is oriented with a clear view of the sky.
Yellow Bar: Version Mismatch: Update Detector
Indicates Detector software is out of date. Update Detector software via Field
Console Main Menu  Manage Detector  Detector Updates.
Yellow Bar: <Process> Not Running
Identifies a specific abnormal condition affecting Detector performance. If the issue
does not clear, reboot Detector. If the issue repeats or persists, contact Denis:
denis@vectorflight.com | support@airflare.com | 805.794.2993
Yellow Bar: Detector Offline
Indicates a serious internal issue. Reboot Detector. If the issue repeats or persists,
contact Denis: denis@vectorflight.com | support@airflare.com | 805.794.2993
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Field Console Menus and Interfaces Tour

This section introduces the menus and interfaces within the Field Console application.
Field Console Main Menu
Field Console Main Menu enables navigation to the following Field Console sub-pages:

To access Field Console Main Menu, click the
Hamburger icon in the upper left corner of the Home
Screen

Authorize Field Console
First Time Connect to Detector:
- You must authenticate your instance of Field
Console against a Detector owned by your search
team before you can search the Registry
- This process identifies you as a member of your
search team
- Any time you perform a Registry Search for a lost
subject, a record is made – visible only to the
AirFlare Team
- This audit mechanism is part of our security model
which keeps AirFlare customer’s profile
information safe
Search Registry and Search History
- Once you authorize Field Console against a
Detector, the Main Menu will change to include
the Search Registry and Search History functions
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Manage Detector:
Navigate to the “Manage Detector” screen to access
the following functions:
- Configure Detector to search for a non-AirFlare
subscriber
- Detector configuration and administration such as
change password and update software
- Free lifetime subscription to the AirFlare app for
search team personnel
Search Registry:
Search the AirFlare Registry to determine if a lost
subject is an AirFlare subscriber.
If YES, download the lost adventurer Search ID
Search History:
A history of all Registry Searches conducted by you
and/or anyone on your team. Allows you to retrieve
AFID and coordinates from Location Return if available
Local AFIDs:
Lost adventurer Search IDs downloaded from AirFlare
Registry are stored here.
GPS Coordinates:
Navigates to GPS screen for viewing and sharing of GPS
coordinates in multiple formats
About:
Field Console version information.
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Field Console Home Screen
Status Bar: Identifies status or state of Detector such as
“Ready” to record a search, “Recording” a search, “GPS not
ready” to record a search, and other errors or exceptions.
Note: Tap status bar to retrieve additional information,
including Subject Fix (Location Capture) if available
Detector vitals: (Name, CPU temp, battery remaining and
current Detector location)
Record: Starts a Search Recording (a search for a Lost
Subject Device). Same button stops the Search Recording.
Mute beeper: (Beeper activates when Detector comes
within range of a Lost Subject Device)
Search Recordings: The list of Search Recordings currently
accessible from Field Console.
See right column (L,D) to determine if Search Recording is
stored on the Detector (D), on the Search Device (L) or on
both (LD).
View Recording Screen
Opens when a Search Recording is selected from the Home Screen
Delete Recording: From the Search Device OR from both the
Search Device and from the Detector
Recording Stats: Detector ID. Recording Time (local time). #
of Detections (if any). # of subject Fixes (if any)
Open Subject Fixes: View Subject Fix (Location Capture)
information from a Search Recording
Open or Share: Open the KML or GPX file directly on the
Search Device (e.g. Google Earth of Gaia) or send to team
member (recommend via email).
Share Recording Archive: Sends KML fie and the GPX file in
a single message. Via email is recommended. Search Device
must be connected to live network (cellular or WIFI)
Share Debug Archive: A technical support feature.
Mechanism for sending all files created during a Search
Recording to the AirFlare Team to assist with technical help
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Field Console Manage Detector Screen
Install Manual Beacon when the lost adventurer (search subject) is
not an AirFlare subscriber (i.e. does not have the AirFlare app on
their phone). Any WIFI network known to be or suspected to be on
the Lost Subject Device (e.g. a home network, work network,
favorite coffee shop, etc.) can be searched.
Reset Beacon clears the last Search Network broadcast from the
Detector and restores it to a default Search Network:
AirFlare_Search_<<NameOfDetector>>
MAC Addresses: Enables Detector Operator to instruct Detector to
ignore specific devices in an active search to reduce possibility of
false positives (e.g. from phones and other mobile devices carried
by the search team).
This is recommended when Detector is configured to search a
generic WIFI network such as a local coffee shop or a national hotel
chain where the lost subject is suspected to frequent, but others in
the search area may also have visited and logged into the network.
Change Detector password. Enables Detector Operator to change
the Detector Admin Network password used to access the Detector
via Field Console

Test beeper on Detector to ensure it is operational before a search.

Update Detector with latest software.
Check for updates while search device is connected to a cellular or
active WIFI network.
Log into Detector to update it with a new software update.

Free AirFlare Subscription for SAR: Mechanism to distribute free
lifetime subscription to the AirFlare app to members of the search
team
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Field Console Search Registry Screen
Accessed from Home Screen Main Menu. Screen from which a search team determines whether a lost
subject is an AirFlare subscriber (i.e. whether the lost subject has the AirFlare Beacon installed on their
phone).
Internet Access: Search Device must be connected to a live
network (WiFi or Cellular) to search the Registry. Some older
Search Device operating systems (e.g. Android 6.0.1) will
require you to disconnect from the Detector Admin Network
before using cellular service to access the Registry.
Search Criteria: Enter any part of information known about the
lost adventurer to search the Registry
Search Results: Profiles of AirFlare subscribers meeting the
search criteria are returned here. Selecting and downloading a
profile enables one or more Detectors to be configured to
search for that specific adventurer’s phone.

Field Console Search History Screen
Accessed from Home Screen Main Menu. Screen from which a search team member can view history of
Registry Searches conducted by themselves or by another member of their team.
Search History: Displays history of Registry Searches conducted
by all members of the search team including:
• Date of Registry Search
• Search subject
• Who initiated the Registry Search (Either the Detector
Operator or another member of the same team)
• Indication of whether a Location Return request was
successful
Selecting any of the Search History results will navigate to
details of that Registry Search – including the GPS coordinates
of the search subject phone if returned from Location Return.
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Field Console Search Details Screen
Accessed from Search History screen by selecting a historical Registry Search result. Screen from which a
search team member can retrieve details of a Registry Search conducted by themselves or another
member of their team.
Search Details: Displays details of a specific historical Registry
Search including:
• Who on the search team initiated the search on what
date and time
• Search subject information
• Ability to download the AFID for the Search subject
• Indication of whether a Location Return request was
successful, and ability share coordinates and/or
navigate to location via application on Search Device

Field Console Local AFIDs Screen
Accessed from Home Screen Main Menu. Screen from which all downloaded AFIDs (AirFlare Search IDs
downloaded from the Registry) are accessed.
AFID (AirFlare Search ID) Files downloaded from the Registry
are stored on this sub-page and can be accessed whether or not
connected to the Detector.
Selecting the desired file and hitting “Install” will automatically
configure a connected Detector to search specifically for that
adventurer’s phone.
Multiple Detectors can be configured from the same
downloaded AFID by:
1. Connecting to each Detector and selecting “Install” one
by one OR
2. Using the “Share” feature to send the AFID to other
Detector Operators.
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Field Console GPS Coordinates Screen
Accessed from Home Screen Main Menu.
GPS location of the Detector can be viewed in multiple formats.
If Search Device has a live network connection (WiFi or Cellular)
GPS coordinates in desired format can be shared (e.g. to Incident
Command to report a positive Detection of a lost subject).

Field Console Subject Fixes Screen
Accessed by selecting the Status Bar Home Screen when it is in the state of “Red: # subject Fixes” OR
from the GPS Coordinates screen while Recording is in process.
When a Subject Fix is acquired during a Search Recording, the status
bar will change from “Recording” to Recording: # Subject Fixes”
Clicking the status bar will take you to the View Subject Fixes screen
which lists all subject fixes acquired during the Recording.

Alternatively, the View Subject Fixes
screen can be accessed via the GPS
Coordinates screen (via Field Console
main menu).

On the View Subject Fixes Screen, each entry
corresponds to a Subject Fix (i.e. a transfer of
information from the Lost Subject Device to the
Detector when the Detector is within range of the
Lost Subject Device). This information may or may
not include the GPS coordinates of the Lost Subject
Device. Selecting an entry opens the Fix Details
Screen for the selected Subject Fix.
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Field Console Fix Details Screen
Accessed by selecting a Subject Fix entry from the View Subject Fixes screen

Displays information uploaded from Lost Subject
Device to a Detector during a specific lost subject
Subject Fix upload.
If the Lost Subject Device GPS coordinates are
uploaded, this location can be opened on the Search
Device in a GPS application (i.e. to navigate to the
Lost Subject Device location) and/or can be shared if
the Search Device is within cellular service (e.g. to
Incident Command).

WiFi Networks Broadcast by Detector

A properly functioning Detector broadcasts 2 Wi Fi Networks:
• Detector Admin Network: A dedicated administrative network used to connect a Search Device
to a Detector via Field Console for the purpose of controlling Detector functions.
o The Admin Network name format is: AirFlare_Admin_<<Name of Device>>
• Detector Search Network: A dedicated network used to search for a Lost Subject Device.
o When the Detector is new OR when the Detector Search Network has been reset (from
Field Console Main Menu  Manage Detector  Reset beacon) the Search Network
name format is: AirFlare_Search_<<Name of Detector>>
o When the Detector has been configured to conduct a search for an AirFlare Beacon (a
lost adventurer Device that has an active AirFlare subscription) the Search Network
name format is: AirFlare_<<First Name of Search subject>>_<<alphanumeric code>>
Detector Wi Fi Networks on Android
With a Detector powered, on GoTo Settings  Wi-Fi from an Android Search Device to see the list of
available Wi Fi networks.
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Android Search Device connected to the Detector
Admin Network

Detector is broadcasting a generic Search Network

Android Search Device connected to the Detector
Admin Network

Detector is broadcasting a targeted Search Network.
(Specific to a lost adventurer with a first name of
‘Denis’

Detector Wi Fi Networks on IOS
With a Detector powered, on GoTo Settings  Wi-Fi from an IOS Search Device to see the list of
available Wi Fi networks.
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IOS Search Device connected to the Detector Admin
Network
Detector is broadcasting a generic Search Network

IOS Search Device connected to the Detector Admin
Network
Detector is broadcasting a targeted Search Network.
(Specific to a lost adventurer with a first name of
‘Denis’)

Return to Quick Start Guide
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Authorize Registry Search

AirFlare Registry is a database of all AirFlare beacon installations (i.e. AirFlare app installations on
adventurer’s phones). AirFlare Registry is accessed via Field Console and should be checked each search
to determine if the lost subject is an AirFlare subscriber (i.e. has AirFlare installed on their phone and an
AirFlare Beacon installed).
AirFlare Registry is protected from unauthorized use by a simple, one-time authorization model.
• After Field Console is downloaded to a Search Device, it must be authenticated through a
Detector assigned to the Detector Operator’s search team before the Registry can be searched.
• Any search team member can download Field Console and use AirFlare search technology for
training and in active searches, but only search team personnel who authorize their installation
of Field Console against a Detector assigned to their search organization can search the Registry.
To Authorize Field Console to perform a Registry search:

Connect Search Device to a Detector assigned to your
search agency via WiFi Admin Network.
From Field Console Home Screen Main Menu select
Authorize Field Console
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From the Authorization Screen
Ensure “Detector status: Ready” indicating you are
ready to authenticate your version of Field Console
against the Detector. If status is “Not Ready” ensure
Search Device is connected to a Detector registered
to the search team you are a member of.
Enter your full name and email address under
“Personnel info”
Select “Authorize”

Field Console will validate you are now an authorized
member of the SAR organization to which the Detector is
assigned.
“Authorized member of: <<Name of Search Agency>>”
The Search Agency POC (point of contact within the
search agency responsible for all AirFlare Search
Technology assigned to the agency) will receive
notification each time a new instance of Field Console is
authorized (including the name and email of the person
being authorized).

Once authorized, the Field Console user can search
the Registry. This is a one-time authentication. It
does not need to be repeated for future Registry
searches (unless Field Console is uninstalled and
reinstalled, or installed on another Search Device)

Return to Quick Start Guide
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Change Detector Password (Optional)

Your Detector was pre-configured with a password unique to your Search Agency. All Detectors assigned
to your search team share the same default password when shipped.
Changing the Detector password is an optional step for Detector Operators. Please consider the
following warnings before executing this step:
WARNING:
1. Search teams which share Detectors between multiple Detector Operators may consider leaving
the default password in place OR consider adopting another single password shared across all
Detectors assigned to the Search Agency. Having a common password shared across all
Detectors assigned to the Search Agency can be beneficial:
a. In a shared distribution scenario where Detector Operators can use any of multiple
Detectors assigned to the Search Agency
b. In a central command scenario where multiple Detectors are configured by a single
Detector Operator prior to distribution to search teams.
2. The AirFlare Team is not able to reset your password remotely. To reset a lost password, the
Detector must be shipped to us. If you reset the Detector password and would like to notify us
of the new password, we will keep record of it so we can help you in the event of a forgotten
password
To change the Detector Password:
From the Manage Detector screen, scroll to the
Admin Password section
Enter the desired new Password
Enter the current Password
Select “Configure Detector”
Notify the AirFlare team of your new password so we
can help you if ever forgotten.
Contact Denis: denis@vectorflight.com

Update Detector Software

Upon receipt of a new Detector, please ensure it is up to date with the latest software.
The AirFlare Team will send an email notification to the Search Agency Point of Contact whenever a new
version is available. Periodic checks for Detector software updates, however, is recommended as part of
ongoing Detector maintenance.
To update Detector software:
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Ensure the Search Device is connected to a live (Wi-Fi
or Cellular) network
From the Manage Detector screen, select “Check for
Updates”

If an update is available, Detector Operator will be
prompted to download it.
Select “Download Update N.N.N”
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Once downloaded, Field Console notifies that a new
Detector update is ready to be installed
Reconnect the Search Device to the Detector
Select “Update Detector to N.N.N”

Select “OK” to continue

Return to Quick Start Guide
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Free Lifetime AirFlare Subscription for Search Team Members

AirFlare Search Technology is free to search teams. So are free lifetime subscriptions to the AirFlare
(adventurer-side) app.
Contact Denis: denis@vectorflight.com to request a code.
Alternatively: Free subscriptions can be distributed through an installation of Field Console authorized
for Registry Search. A search team member who wants a free lifetime subscription to AirFlare should:
i. Download AirFlare to their phone, but not subscribe
ii. Download Field Console to their phone (if it is not already)
iii. Authenticate Field Console against a Detector assigned to their search team. (See section:
Authorize Field Console)
iv. Click the “Activate Free AirFlare” button within Field Console. The Subscription Page within
the AirFlare app will open, where the free lifetime subscription to AirFlare coupon can be
redeemed.

From the Manage Detector Screen, a menu item labeled
“Supporting Our Supporters” will appear on an instance
of Field Console which has been authorized against a
Detector.
If this section does not appear on the Manage Detector
Screen, see section titled “Authorize Registry Search”

Select “Activate Free AirFlare”
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The AirFlare application will automatically open.
Select “Upgrade”

The free lifetime subscription to AirFlare can be
redeemed by clicking the “Subscribe” button underneath
the flashing “Free for SAR and Ski Patrol” text
Follow the remainder of the steps on the subsequent
screens to install the AirFlare Beacon on your mobile
device.
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Managing the Detector’s Internal GPS

Detectors have internal GPS chips. Ensuring the Detector GPS is sufficiently connected to GPS satellites is
important to obtain accurate information about:
• The path the Detector traveled during a search
• The location of the Detector when a positive detection is made
Notes about obtaining a Detector GPS fix:
1. A Detector does not need to have a GPS fix before it can be configured for a search
2. A Detector must have a GPS fix prior to being able to initiate a search
3. Detectors are designed with a “warm start” feature: If the Search Device connected to the
Detector has a recent GPS fix, the GPS coordinates from the Search Device will be transferred to
the Detector. This eliminates the need for the Detector to obtain its own GPS fix on initiation
(and significantly reduces time to acquire a GPS fix before a search can be initiated).
a. Search Devices do not always have a GPS location they can share. It can take several
minutes for a Detector to obtain its own GPS fix. PLAN AHEAD to avoid a delay in
starting a search:
b. On initiation and when configuring a Detector for a search, ensure Detector is oriented
with the internal GPS chip upward with a clear view of the sky. If Detectors are being
configured indoors (e.g. from inside in a command center) set Detectors outside while
they are being configured and before starting the search.
c. If it is taking a while for a Detector to obtain a GPS fix (more than a few minutes) move it
to new location with a clearer view of the sky. If the Detector is mounted to a UAV, put
it in the sky above trees and other obstructions
4. To the best of the Detector Operator’s ability, ensure the Detector is transported during a
search such that the GPS chip has as clear a view of the sky as possible.
a. Carry the Detector in a front jacket pocket, chest harness or top of a backpack
b. Ensure the Detector GPS chip is facing outward and upward during transport
To determine if Detector has a GPS fix:
1. Ensure Detector is turned on and the internal GPS chip has a clear view of the sky.
2. Connect the Search Device to the Detector
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Ready: GPS Assist Started
The Detector internal GPS chip does not have a
sufficient GPS fix of its own, but has obtained a GPS fix
via the Search Device (warm start) when the Status Bar
is Green with label Ready: GPS Assist Started:
• Lat\Lng, UTM and Alt (Altitude) fields below the
status bar are populated
• A Search Recording can be started in this state
• The Detector will switch to using its internal
GPS chip once a sufficient fix is obtained

Ready:
The Detector internal GPS chip has a sufficient fix when
the status bar on Field Console home screen is Green
with label “Ready”
• Lat\Lng, UTM and Alt (Altitude) fields below the
status bar are populated
• A Search Recording can be started in this state
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Waiting for GPS Fix
If the Status Bar on Field Console is Orange and says
“Waiting for GPS Fix” or “Assisting GPS Startup”, then
the GPS is not sufficiently connected to GPS satellites.
A Search Recording cannot be started in these states.
Try waiting for the GPS to connect and/or move the
Detector to a location with a better view of the sky.

Return to Quick Start Guide
View Other GPS Formats and Share Coordinates

Selecting the “GPS” from the Field Console Main Menu
opens the GPS screen where GPS coordinates are
displayed in multiple formats, and can be shared with
other search team members
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Selecting “Share” next to any of the GPS formats enables
sharing the GPS coordinates of the Detector’s current
location via a messaging system of choice (e.g. text,
email, Messenger, Slack).
Note: to share GPS coordinates, Search Device must be
connected to a live network (cellular or Wi-Fi)

Return to Quick Start Guide
Conduct a Search with AirFlare Search Technology

This section provides instructions for configuring AirFlare Detector to search for a Lost Subject Device
and for conducting a search for the lost subject.

Connect Field Console to AirFlare Detector

1. Turn on Detector using its on-off switch and wait 10 seconds for initialization
2. From the Search Device, connect to the Detector Admin Network via the device’s WiFi Settings
a. Network Name: AirFlare_Admin_<Detector Name>. For example, if Detector name is
“CMR-BP-01” then Admin Network will be “AirFlare_Admin_CMR_BP_01”)
b. When prompted, enter Network Password provided with the Detector.
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3. When Field Console is connected to Detector, the Field Console status bar will be Green and say
“Ready” or “Ready: GPS Assist Started” OR will be Orange and say “Assisting GPS Startup” or
“Waiting for GPS Fix”

Search Registry and Configure Detector to Search for an AirFlare Subscriber
WARNING: AirFlare Registry is a live database.
When you download an AirFlare subscriber profile (aka AirFlare ID or AFID), the search subject is notified
they are the subject of a search. If downloading an AFID for testing or training, only conduct Registry
search on a known test subject.
AirFlare Registry should be searched for each mission to determine if the lost subject has AirFlare
Beacon installed on their mobile device.

To search the Registry, the Search Device must be
connected to a live (Wi-Fi or cellular) network
Select “Search Registry” from the Main Menu in Field
Console*
* Field Console must be authorized to perform a Registry
Search. If the menu item says “Authorize Field Console”
instead, then the installation of Field Console has not been
authorized for a Registry search. See the “Authorize
Registry Search” section above.
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Ensure status “Internet access: Ready” or “Cell data
available”
If “Not Ready” ensure the Search Device is connected
to a live internet connection (Wi-Fi or Cellular).
Note: On some phone models you must disconnect
from the Detector to perform a Registry Search, even
if cell data is available.
If a Registry Search is not working, try toggling off
WiFi so that only cellular data is being used. Toggle
on WiFi after Registry Search is complete.

Enter search criteria known about the lost subject:
• Name
• Age (and age range if desired)
• Phone number
• Email

Select “Search”
Search results are returned below the “Search”
button.
• If the lost subject appears in the results, they
have the AirFlare Beacon installed on their
mobile device. Follow steps below to install
their AirFlare Search ID to the Detector
• If the lost subject does not appear in the
results, then go to next section “Manually
Configure Detector”
Highlight the search result that matches the lost
adventurer identification
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Detector Operator is prompted whether to download
the AFID file containing the lost adventurer’s AirFlare
Search ID. *
* Important: Only download an AirFlare subscriber’s
AirFlare Search ID if they are the subject of an active
search OR if they are a known test subject
If user selects “Yes” to download an AirFlare
subscriber’s AirFlare Search ID:
• The AirFlare subscriber will immediately
receive an email indicating they are the
subject of an active search, including
instructions to contact the SAR organization
whose member downloaded the Search ID.
• A Cc will be sent to the Search Agency Point
of Contact responsible for the Detector which
authorized the Registry search.
• A push notification will be sent to the lost
adventurer’s phone with request to return the
Lost Subject Device GPS coordinates back to
the search team

Return to Quick Start Guide
Lost Subject Location Return

Location Return is an AirFlare feature where a lost adventurer phone’s GPS coordinates are returned to
a search team when the lost adventurer becomes the subject of a search.
When a search team conducts a Registry Search and downloads an AirFlare subscriber’s AirFlare ID, a
notification is sent to the lost adventurer’s phone. If the phone is within cellular service (or otherwise
connected to a live network connection):
1. A notification is sent to the lost adventurer’s phone as a pop-up (push) notification informing
them they are the subject of a search and prompting them to accept or decline sharing their GPS
coordinates with the search team
2. The search team will receive the GPS Coordinates of the lost adventurer phone via Field Console
under one of two conditions:
a. If the lost adventurer accepts the location sharing from the push notification within 20
seconds OR
b. If the lost adventurer does not respond to the notification within 20 seconds
If the lost adventurer declines sending coordinates, the search team will not receive the subject’s
coordinates, but will be notified the lost adventurer declined.
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If the lost adventurer phone is not within cellular service (or otherwise not connected to a live network
connection), the notification will not be delivered and the search team will not receive a response until
the lost adventurer phone is back online.

Lost Subject Device:
When a Registry Search is conducted on a lost
subject, and their AirFlare ID (AFID) is downloaded
from the Registry, a notification is sent to the Lost
Subject Device.

Lost Subject Device:
When a Registry Search notification is sent to the
Lost Subject Device, the lost adventurer can tap the
notification on their phone to accept or decline
sending GPS coordinates back to the search team
OR
The “Share” icon in the upper right of the AirFlare
app Home Screen turns into a “Magnifying Glass”
icon which can be tapped for the same result.
If the lost adventurer takes neither action within 20
seconds, the Lost Subject Device will automatically
send it’s coordinates back to the search team
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Lost Subject Device:
Search Notification screen informing the lost subject
the details of the search and providing a 20 second
countdown to respond prior to automatically sending
coordinates back to the search team.
Lost subject responds by sliding pink slider dot to the
right.

Lost Subject Device:
If the lost subject acknowledges the notification in
the previous steps, they are provided opportunity
(2min) to:
• Decline sending GPS coordinates to the
search team. (search team is notified of the
decline)
• Send GPS coordinates to the search team.
(search team receives GPS coordinates via
Field Console).
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Lost Subject Device:
Search Notification sub-screen providing lost subject
results of Location Capture. In this case, GPS
coordinates were successfully sent back to the search
team.

Search Device:
Results of Location Return are sent back to the search
team member’s device from which the Registry
Search was conducted.
A notification is sent to the Search Device.
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Search Device:
Location Return results can be viewed from the
Search History Screen within Field Console
(From Field Console Main Screen  Hamburger
Menu  Search History)
Search History conducted by all members of the
search team can be seen in this view. In this example,
K LauOS and Denis Lee are on the same search team
(called Vector Flight).

Search Device:
Selecting any Search History Record from the Search
History Screen opens Search Details including:
• Who on the search team initiated the search
on what date and time
• Search subject information
• Ability to download the AFID for the Search
subject
• Indication of whether a Location Return
request was successful, and ability to share
coordinates and/or navigate to location via
application on Search Device

Return to Quick Start Guide
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Configure a Detector to Search for an AirFlare Subscriber

If the lost subject is an AirFlare subscriber and their coordinates are not returned via Location Return,
the lost subject phone may be off, out of batteries, out of cell service or in airplane mode. At this point,
one or more Detectors may be deployed in the field to search for the lost subject.
Following are step-by-step instructions for configuring an AirFlare Detector to search for an AirFlare
subscriber.
After the AFID file containing the lost subject’s
AirFlare Search ID is downloaded, ensure the Search
Device is connected to the Detector (via the Search
Device Wi-Fi Settings).
Go to Field Console View AFIDs Screen (via the Home
Screen Main Menu) and select the downloaded AFID
file

Select “Install” to configure Detector to search for
the lost subject’s AirFlare Search ID*
* Note: Field Console will warn user that connection
to Detector will temporarily be lost while switching to
the new Search Network. Once re-connected,
Detector will broadcast the new Search ID.
Once the Status Bar at the top of Field Console says
“Ready” the Detector Operator can begin a search.
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Optional Step: Validate Detector is broadcasting the
correct Search Network
The Search Device is connected to the AirFlare Admin
Network and is broadcasting the correct Search
Network. *
* To verify the Search Network is correct, the lost
subject’s first name should be included in the Search
Network name.

Manually Configure Detector to Search a Non-AirFlare Subscriber

If the lost subject is not in the Registry (and therefore is not an AirFlare subscriber), AirFlare Detector
can be configured to detect any Wi-Fi network known (or suspected) to be stored on the mobile device
of the lost subject. (E.g. a home or work WiFi network, or a network of a favorite coffee shop
frequented).
Search team personnel can gather information about Wi-Fi networks likely to be on a lost subject’s
phone through interviews with emergency contacts, relatives or friends of the subject. We recommend
building questions into standard interview protocols:
1. Do you know the name of the lost subject’s Home Wi-Fi network? Do you know the password?
2. Do you know the name of a Wi-Fi network where the lost subject works? Do you know the
password?
3. Do you know the name of a coffee shop the lost subject frequents? A national hotel chain the
lost subject stays at for business travel? I.e. any place the lost subject is known to visit where it
is likely s/he logged into a Wi-Fi network
Notes on obtaining a non-AirFlare Search Network to manually configure a Detector:
1. Choose a Wi-Fi network as unique to the lost subject as possible. This reduces the risk of a false
positive detection (i.e. detecting a device which has the same Wi-Fi network stored). In the
question tree above, a Home Wi-Fi network is more unique to the lost subject than a guest Wi-Fi
network for a national hotel chain. See section below “Configure Detector to Ignore Search
Phone(s)” to mitigate risk of false positive detections from search team member devices.
2. Exact spelling of the Wi-Fi Network name is mandatory, and Wi-Fi Network names are case
sensitive. A Detector Operator should look for opportunities to verify exact spelling of a nonAirFlare Search Network. (E.g. ask to see the Wi-Fi settings page of an emergency contact’s
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device if they also have the network stored on their phone or have them send you a
screenshot).
3. When manually configuring a Detector to search for a non-AirFlare Wi-Fi network, knowing the
password is nice-to-have, but is not mandatory. When the Detector comes within range of a Lost
Subject Device where the Wi-Fi name is recognized, but the password is incorrect or missing, the
Detector will log one or more Detections while the Lost Subject Device is trying to connect to
the Detector but will cease logging Detections when authentication fails. The Detector Operator
will know the lost subject is in the vicinity but will not be able to use the Detector as a homing
device.
Note on conducting searches for a non-AirFlare Wi-Fi network:
Searching for lost subjects who are not AirFlare subscribers via WiFi networks stored on their phones
can be effective, but is not as reliable as searching for an AirFlare subscriber via their AirFlare Search ID.
As Lost Subject Devices enter various stages of sleep (i.e. screen not illuminated and/or phone not
physically moved) the phone’s Wi-Fi radios begin to cycle on and off on a schedule. Depending on where
in the sleep cycle a Detector comes within range of the Lost Subject Device, there can be a Detection
latency (a delay between the time a Detector comes within range of the Lost Subject Device and the
time a Detection is recorded). Various stages of sleep correspond with different Wi-Fi radio cycle times
from just a few seconds to several minutes on devices which have not been moved for several hours.
The implication is that a Detector can come into and back out of range (carried by a ground searcher or
flown overhead via UAV) during a Wi-Fi radio sleep cycle. If the Detector comes in and back out of range
of a Lost Subject Device while the device is asleep, a Detection will not be made.
The Detection latency problem does not exist for AirFlare subscribers (i.e. when searching for a lost
subject via an AirFlare Search ID) because the AirFlare Detector transmits a signal that “shocks” sleeping
phones awake, cycling the Wi-Fi radio on, and initiating Detections. This feature does not exist and is not
possible when searching for non-AirFlare Wi-Fi networks.
To manually configure a Detector to search for a non-AirFlare Wi-Fi network:
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1. Determine the WiFi Network (SSID) that will be
searched by interviewing an emergency contact, friend
or relative of the missing subject. Most preferable is to
search a home network, followed by a work network,
followed by a network belonging to a frequented place
such as a coffee shop.
2. From the Configure Detector page in Field Console,
scroll to the Manual section.
3. Enter the Wi-Fi network name to be searched. Network
names must be an exact match to what is stored on the
Lost Subject Device, including spaces and case sensitive
4. Enter the Wi-Fi network password if known. If not
known, leave this field blank.
5. Select “Install manual beacon.” Field Console will
momentarily lose connection while the search network
is being configured.

Optional Step: Validate Detector is broadcasting the
correct Search Network
The Search Device is connected to the AirFlare Admin
Network

The Detector is broadcasting the correct Search
Network (“ManualSearchSSID” is listed in “Available
Networks)

Return to Quick Start Guide
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Starting and Stopping a Search

Use this feature to start and stop a search.
Starting a Search Recording instructs Detector to:
1. Monitor for positive Detections of the Lost Subject Device
2. Begin recording GPS tracks of the path traveled by the Detector
Stopping a Search Recording completes a new Search Record, creating a set of files on the Detector
containing the Search Results.
To start and stop a Search Recording and create a new
Search Record:
From Field Console Home Screen ensure the Status Bar
is Green and displays the text “Ready” or “Ready: GPS
Assist Started”
Select the “Record” button from the Home Screen
The Status Bar will turn Red and display the text
“Recording”
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During a Search Recording, if a Detection is made:
1. The Detector’s beeper will beep AND
2. The label “Det” will appear in the upper right
corner of the Field Console Home Screen
Note: During a search, occasionally monitor the upper
right corner of the Field Console Home Screen for the
Det label in case the beeper is not heard.

During a Search Recording, if a Subject Fix is retrieved,
the label “Det” (from the first Detections) will be
replaced by a new label “Fix”
Also, the status bar will change from “Recording” to
Recording: # Subject Fixes
View the Subject Fix details by clicking on the Status Bar
OR by navigating to the GPS screen from the main
menu.
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When ready to stop recording (e.g. the search is over,
the Detector Operator wants to view intermediate
search results, the UAV has returned from a flight, etc.)
select the “Record” button again from the Home
Screen.
When recording is stopped, Field Console will display
the View Recording Screen providing details of the
search.

Once a Search Recording is stopped, the View Recording
Screen automatically appears.
Always check the View Recording Screen at the end of
every Search Recording in case a Detection is missed
(i.e. the beeper was not heard).
This screen will display number of Detections (if any),
number of Subject Fixes (if any) and will allow opening
Subject Fix detail information if it exists.
Detection and Subject Fix information can also be
viewed in a GIS application if desired. See section below
“Viewing Search Results in Google Earth.”

Return to Quick Start Guide
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Retrieving Subject GPS Coordinates from Location Capture

Location capture is a feature where important information about the search subject phone (including its
GPS coordinates) are retrieved when a Detector comes within range.
Location Capture works whether the search subject phone is in or out of cellular service.
During a Search Recording, when a Detector comes
within range of a search subject phone, the Detector
will start logging Detections. This is evident by the
Detector beeping and the letters “Det” in the upper
right corner of the Field Console home screen.

As soon as the Detector comes within range of the
search subject phone, it will instruct the subject phone
to transfer information about its status (including its
GPS coordinates) to the Detector.
The information transferred is called a “Subject Fix”
When the information becomes available, the Field
Console status bar changes from text “Recording” to
text “Recording: # Subject Fixes”
Also, the text “Fix” appears in the upper right corner of
the Field Console home screen.
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Two methods for retrieving Subject Fix information:
By tapping the Status Bar in Field Console home screen
From Field Console GPS Coordinates menu

Method 1 for retrieving Subject Fix information:
Tap the status bar when text “Recording: # Subject
Fixes” is displayed
Select “Show Subject Fixes” from the Recent Detector
Status screen

Method 1 for retrieving Subject Fix information:
When text “Recording: # Subject Fixes” is displayed on
Field Console Status Bar 
Go to the GPS Coordinates page from the main menu
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On the GPS Screen, select the “View” button next to the
“Subject Fixes: #” label

Either method for accessing Subject Fixes (via tapping Field Console status bar or via the GPS
Coordinates screen) will return a list of all Subject Fixes captured during the recording.
Subject Fixes are listed in order in which they are captured, with
the most recent Subject Fix at the end of the list.
If GPS Coordinates are returned with the Subject Fix, they will be
identified in the Subject Fix list item.
Tap the Settings icon in the upper right corner to change the GPS
Coordinates format.
Select a Subject Fix to see its details. (Select the most recent fix at
the end of the list for the most accurate GPS Coordinates).
The Fix Details screen displays details of the information pulled off
the search subject phone, including:
• Phone identification (MAC address)
• How much battery remaining (%)
• Time of last activity on phone
• Whether the phone is in motion
• GPS Coordinates with an estimated accuracy of location
Selecting the “Show on Map” button enables opening the GPS
coordinates via an app on the search phone (connected to the
Detector). For example, coordinates can be opened on Google
Maps (Android), Maps (IOS), or a GPS or GIS application like Gaia
or Google Earth (if installed).
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Understanding Search Results

This section details how to determine if a positive Detection of a lost subject is made during a Search
Recording and what to do with the information.

Detector Beeper

All Backpack Detector models and most UAV Detector models have beepers which are triggered by
Detections of the Lost Subject Device. When the beeper beeps during a Search Recording, it means the
Detector has come into range of the Lost Subject Device, typically within a half mile depending on the
terrain.
Beeper frequency is tied to detection signal strength, so the Detector can be used as a homing device
after a detection is made. The more frequent the beep, the stronger the detection signal strength, and
presumably the closer the Detector is to the Lost Subject Device depending on terrain obstacles. Beeper
frequency tops out (the strongest detection signal strength) at packets of 5 beeps separated by a brief
pause.
Beepers are installed on UAV Detectors so they may be repurposed as Backpack Detectors. It is not
intended that a UAV Detector beeper can be heard while being transported by UAV. See section below
on “Procedures for Operating Detectors on UAV Enabled Searches.”
Testing the Beeper
The Detector beeper can be tested from the Manage Detector Screen.

To test Detector beeper:
1) Ensure Detector is connected to Field Console.
2) Navigate to the Manage Detector Screen
3) Push the “Test Beeper” button

Muting the Beeper
The Detector beeper can be muted from the Home screen if desired. Options are:
• 5 minutes
• 10 minutes
• 30 minutes
• Until unmuted
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After a detection is made, the beeper can be muted
from the Field Console Home Screen.

Manage Search Recordings

Return to Quick Start Guide

Each time recording is started and stopped, a new Search Recording is created and listed on the Field
Console Home Screen.

Each Search Recording is identified by format
Date_Time and is in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time)*
Tapping a Search Recording opens the View Recording
Screen, detailing search results.
The right column indicates whether the Search
Recording exists Local (on the Search Device), on the
Detector connected to the Search Device, or both.
In this view, the last Search Recording is accessible
Locally only. I.e. the Search Recording was created from
another Detector not currently connected to the Search
Device.
* Pending enhancement: Search Recording will be
identified in local time zone rather than in UTC.
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The View Recording Screen opens automatically when a
Search Recording is stopped.
The View Recording Screen can also be accessed by
tapping on the Search Recording from the Field Console
Home Screen
Always check the View Recording Screen when a search
ends!
If you did not hear the Detector “beep” the Search
Recording Screen informs you whether you missed a
Detection during the search.
In this example:
• 72 subject Phone detections were made
• 3 subject Fixes were obtained

Each time a Search Recording is completed, two important files are created:
The Search Results (KML) file combines Detection data
and GPS data to inform:
1. Whether a positive detection of the Lost
Subject Device was made during the Search
Recording
2. The time and location of each positive
Detection
3. The GPS tracks traveled by the Detector during
the Search Recording
4. The GPS coordinates of the Lost Subject Device
(if Location Capture was successful)
5. Estimation of the area covered during the
Search Recording (UAV Detectors only)
The Search Path (GPX) file contains the GPS tracks the
Detector travelled during the Search Recording

Search Recordings and associated files are managed from the View Recording screen:
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Open a KML or GPX file in Google Earth or other GIS or
GPS application on the Search Device
Share a KML or GPX file with a contact. Via email is
recommended. Search Device must be connected to a
live network (cellular or WiFi)

Share Recording Archive enables you to send the Search
Results (KML) file and the Search Path (GPX) file to a
recipient via email

Detector Operator will be prompted to
choose which messaging service to use to
share the file.
Note: Search Device must be connected to a live
Internet connection (Wi-Fi or cellular) for sharing
to be successful
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To delete a Search Recording, select “Delete”
in the upper right corner of the View
Recording Screen.
• If the Search Recording is on the
Detector only, it will be deleted from
the Detector
• If the Search Recording is on both the
Detector and the Search Device, it
will be deleted from both
• If the Search Recording is stored
locally on the Search Device only, it
will be deleted from the Search
Device, but may remain on the
Detector on which the Search
Recording was created.

Return to Quick Start Guide
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View and Interpret Search Results in Google Earth

Each time a Search Recording is stopped, a new set of Search Record Files are created. Search results
stored in the KML file combine Detection data and GPS data to inform:
1. The time and location of the Detector for each positive detection of the Lost Subject Device
during the search recording
2. The GPS tracks traveled by the Detector during the Search Recording
3. The GPS coordinates of the Lost Subject Device (if transmitted from the Lost Subject Device to
the Detector during the Search Recording)
4. Estimation of the area covered during the Search Recording (UAV Detectors only)
Search Results can be viewed in several GIS or GPS applications; however, we recommend using Google
Earth Pro from a mobile (Search) device or a desktop computer.
• Google Earth for IOS: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/google-earth/id293622097?mt=8
• Google Earth for Android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.earth
• Google Earth for Desktop: https://www.google.com/earth/download/gep/agree.html
To view search results from the Search Device:

Select the KML file you wish to view from View Recording
Screen.
Note: You may need to disconnect from the Detector to
open a KML file in Google Earth.
For best results, you should be connected to a live
network connection (either cellular or WiFi)
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When prompted, select Google Earth as the application
with which to open the KML file.
Note: Other GIS applications such as SAR Topo or GPS
applications such as Gaia will work, but KML files will
render better in Google Earth.

The KML file will open in Google Earth. The white line is
the GPS tracks traveled by the Detector during the
search recording. The blue, green and red markers
indicate the location of the Detector when a Detection
occurs. See section “Interpreting Search Results in
Google Earth” for more information.
Note: For best results, the KML file should be viewed in
Google Earth while the Search Device is connected to a live
network (cellular or Wi-Fi). This allows Google Earth to
download the map of the area where the search was
conducted. Alternatively, if the need for offline viewing is
predicted, a map of the search area can be cached in
memory by viewing the search area from the Search Device
while online prior to conducting the search.
If Google Earth keeps spinning and fails to open the KML file,
ensure the Search Device is disconnected from the Detector.
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“Stars” represent Subject Fixes which may contain the
GPS coordinates of the subject phone (with an accuracy
indicator).

Clicking on the icons (Detections or Subject Fixes) will
open the details for that icon.
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Transfer Search Results to View on Another Device (such as a PC)
To view a KML file on another device not connected to the Detector on which the KML file was created,
you must first share the KML file to the target device. Transferring the KML file via email is
recommended.
Once the KML file has been transferred to the target device, it can be opened in a GIS application such
as Google Earth.

To transfer the KML file from the Detector /
Search Device to the Target Device:
Select “Share” from the View Recording
Screen

Select an application to share the KML file.
Email is recommended. KML files are often
too big for text attachments, and often post
as plain text files in messaging services such
as Slack.
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The KML file will be added to an email as an
attachment. Send it to an address that can be
retrieved from the Target Device.

Download the KML file
from email on the target
device and open it using
Google Earth (or other
GIS or GPS application).

Interpreting Search Results
Information contained in the KML file can inform some or all of the following:
1. The time and location of the Detector for each positive detection of the Lost Subject Device
during the search recording
2. The GPS tracks traveled by the Detector during the Search Recording
3. The GPS coordinates of the Lost Subject Device (if transmitted from the Lost Subject Device to
the Detector during the Search Recording)
4. Estimation of the area covered during the Search Recording (UAV Detectors only)
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Example 1:
The following screenshot is from a ground search at a ski resort.
• The white line indicates the GPS tracks traveled by the Detector on the search. In this case, the
Detector traveled uphill (on a ski lift) in a straight line, looped right and traveled downhill
toward the Lost Subject Device inside a stand of trees
• Each vertical marker (blue, green, red) indicates the location of the Detector when a Detection
of the Lost Subject Device was made. Colors correspond to signal strength of the Detection with
blue being the weakest, followed by green, and red being the strongest. Theoretically, the
stronger the signal strength, the closer the Detector is to the Lost Subject Device. Each
Detection Marker will correspond with a series of “Beeps” from the Detector beeper. The
stronger the signal strength, the more frequent the “beep”
• The 2 “Star” markers are Location Captures. I.e. they indicate the GPS location of the Lost
Subject Device returned to the Detector during the search recording.

White Line:
GPS tracks travelled by
Detector during Search
Recording
Detection Markers
GPS Location of the Detector
when a Detection of the Lost
Subject Device is recorded
Location Capture Markers
GPS Location of the Lost
Subject Device if returned by
the phone to the Detector
during the Search Recording

Clicking on any of the Detection Markers within Google Earth pops up a window providing more
information on that specific Detection:
• Time: Indicates date and time the Detection was made (in UTC (Coordinated Universal) time)
• Lat Lng: Indicates GPS Coordinates of the Detector when the Detection was made (in Decimal
Degrees)
• Alt: Indicates altitude of the Detector when the Detection was made (in meters)
• Signal: Indicates signal strength of the Detection. Typical range is -90db for a weak signal and -40
for a strong signal
• The string of 6 pairs of alphanumeric characters separated by colons following SA: under the
Signal heading is the Wi-Fi Mac address of the Lost Subject Device. In this example
FC:C2:DE:6D:86:A2
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Clicking on the Location Capture Marker also opens a window providing more information on the
Location Capture:
• Time: Indicates date and time the Location Capture was made (in UTC (Coordinated Universal)
time)
• LastActivityTime: Indicates the last time the Lost Subject Device recorded any activity. For
example, the last time the phone was physically moved and/or the last time the screen was
turned on (in UTC (Coordinated Universal) time)
• MacAddress: Is the Wi-Fi MAC Address of the Lost Subject Device
• Lat Lng: Indicates GPS Coordinates of the Lost Subject Device returned to the Detector after the
Detector has come within range of the Lost Subject Device (in Decimal Degrees)
• Alt: Indicates altitude of the Lost Subject Device when the Location Capture was made (in
meters)
• Accuracy: Is an estimate of how accurate the returned GPS coordinates are. Specifically,
“Accurate within X Meters”
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Return to Quick Start Guide
AirFlare Web Console

Web Console is a PC based version of Field Console used by search team personnel to configure, control
and manage AirFlare Search Technology from a desktop or laptop computer.
Web Console enables search team personnel to perform the most common AirFlare Search Technology
operations including Registry Search, Location Return, Non-AirFlare Subscriber Location Request, and
viewing lost subject GPS coordinates on a map. Web Console also communicates seamlessly with all
team member instances of Field Console, enabling automatic sharing of search initiation and search
result information across the entire team in real time.
Web Console does not interface with AirFlare Detectors. AirFlare Detector operation is facilitated via
Field Console.
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Web Console Access and Login

Web Console is a web-based application which can be accessed here:
https://vectorflight.azurewebsites.net/WebConsole/Login.aspx
Recommend bookmarking this page on all computers used in searches.
Web Console requires a User ID and Password to access:

Your User ID is the email address you registered to authorize Field Console.
Navigate to the Profile Page in Field Console to enable access to Web Console and to create your
password.

Navigate to the Profile page in Field Console
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From the Profile page in Field Console, select
Enable WebConsole Access.
(You must be connected to a live network
connection – cellular or WiFi)

Field Console will generate a Web Console password
specific to you.
For future reference, navigate to the Profile Page of
Field Console to:
1. Remind yourself the URL to access Web Console
2. Share the Web Console URL (e.g. via text or
email)
3. Remind yourself your User ID and password to
access Web Console
4. Generate a new password to access Web
Console

Web Console Features and Navigation

Web Console enables users to:
1. Conduct a Registry Search for a lost subject
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2. Initiate a Location Return Request for an AirFlare subscriber
3. Initiate a Non-Subscriber Location Request
4. Automatically view GPS coordinates on a map (when returned via Location Return Request or
Non-Subscriber Location Request)
5. View recent searches initiated by all members of the search team
6. View recent Registry queries (regardless whether the queries resulted in active AirFlare
searches)
7. View most active search team personnel
8. View recent personnel activations
Web Console does not enable users to connect to, access data on, configure or control an AirFlare
Detector. Please use AirFlare Field Console from and IOS or Android device for AirFlare Detector
operation.

To search the AirFlare Registry,
select “New Search” from the
Web Console Home Page.

Whenever possible, enter the
mobile phone number or email
address of the lost subject.
If not known, select “Show
additional criteria” to search by
name and/or age range.
Select “Search”
If the lost subject is in the Registry (i.e. is an AirFlare subscriber), their profile information will appear in
the search results. Select “Initiate Request” to initiate a search for the lost subject. This action will result
in:
1. A Location Return Request notification sent to the lost subject phone
2. An email sent to the lost subject informing they are the subject of a search
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3. A search initiation record being created on Web Console Home Page as well as in Search History
of all team members’ instances of Field Console from which the status of the search can be
tracked
If a phone number is entered as the search criteria, select “Location Request” to send a Non-Subscriber
Location Request to the lost subject’s phone (regardless whether they are an AirFlare subscriber).

Once a search is initiated, a record is created on the Web Console Home Page in the initiated searches
list. A record of the query is created in the recent registry queries list regardless whether a search is
initiated
:
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Similarly, the initiated search is added to all team
member’s Field Console under the Search History
page.

To view search results, select desired search from the Initiated Searches list from Web Console Home
Page:

This opens the detail page for that specific search:
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If GPS coordinates are returned for the search (via Location Return or Non-Subscriber Location Request),
they can be viewed on a map by scrolling to the bottom of the Search Details page:
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Return to Quick Start Guide
Procedures for Operating Detectors on UAV Enabled Searches

UAV Detector models are specifically designed to be carried by UAV on searches. Some models of UAV
Detectors are equipped with a beeper so they may also be used on ground searches.
Drone-enabled searches are typically limited by the span of the drone battery (typically 15-25 minutes
max), so typically Detector search recordings are started and stopped for each flight. Beepers are not
intended to be heard while in flight. Instead, the Detector should be re-connected to Field Console and
checked for lost subject Detections between each flight.
If Detections are made during a flight AND the Detections resulted in a Location Capture, simply retrieve
the lost subject GPS coordinates from the View Recording Screen.
If Detections are made during a flight but the Detections did not result in a Location Capture, open the
KML file from the Search Recording in Google Earth to determine the location of the UAV while the
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Detections were made. Analysis of signal strengths at various detection coordinates is the best way to
home in on the location of the lost subject device. (I.e. the Detection with the strongest signal strength
should be the one nearest the lost subject.
Accessing Files on the Detector via a Web Browser
Files located on the Detector can be accessed via a web browser without using Field Console. This
application can be useful, for example when wanting to transfer files to a computer that does not have
Field Console installed, for example to view a .kml file in a GIS application or a .gpx file in a GPS
application.
1. With the Detector powered on, connect to the Detector from the computer via the network ID
(SSID) being broadcast by the Detector (default SSID is “AirFlare”)
2. Open a web browser on the computer
3. Type 10.1.2.1 into the web browser search field
4. An Index of all search record files stored on the Detector will be displayed
5. Selecting any file will provide the option of saving the file to the computer

FAQs

Can Detector be charged while it is recording a search?
Yes. AirFlare Detector can be plugged into a power supply (e.g. an auxiliary battery) while it is being
operated to extend its battery life in the field.

Troubleshooting

Altitude registers 0m on Field Console Home Screen and GPS screen
Ensure Detector internal GPS chip has a satellite fix. Altitude registers 0m when coordinates are supplied
via GPS Assist (i.e. via the Search Device). When the Detector internal GPS chip secures its own fix, the
altitude fields will change to the correct readings.
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Field Console Status Bar does not show Subject Fixes
Field Console Status Bar does not change to text “Recording: # Subject Fixes”
if GPS coordinates are acquired via GPS Assist (versus via Detector internal
GPS chip). This is a scenario likely only encountered during indoor desk
testing. Subject Fixes are identified by the text “Fix” in the upper right corner
of Field Console home screen while the status bar display will remain
“Recording: GPS Assist Started.”
Subject Fix list and Subject Fix details can still be accessed via both methods
(1. By tapping on Field Console status bar and 2. Via the GPS Coordinates
menu).
When a Detector is recording a search, Location Capture does not work. (I.e. Location Capture does
not return a Subject Fix).
Make sure the lost subject device is not connected to the Search Network when a Search Recording is
started – otherwise Location Capture will not work.
This scenario is only applicable in testing (either an indoor desk test or a loop test where the test begins
with the Detector and lost subject phone in the same location).
In these scenarios, begin the Search Recording with the lost subject device Wi-Fi OFF  Start Search
Recording  Turn on lost subject device Wi-Fi (while search recording is in process).
Search phone disconnects from Detector even though I’m still connected to the Admin WiFi Network
Your phone’s WiFi connection to the Detector may timeout from time to time. This condition is evident
when your phone’s WiFi Settings page indicates the phone is connected to the Detector Admin Network,
but the status bar within the Field Console app shows either “Searching for Detectors” or “Not
Connected.”
This condition typically occurs when the WiFi connection has been established for an extended period of
time, but the Field Console app has been inactive or closed.
To clear the error, toggle your phone’s WiFi off and back on again. Reconnect to the Detector Admin
Network and reopen Field Console.
I can see my search results when viewing a KML file in Google Earth, but the map is blank or is
rendering poorly:
Is your device connected to a live network (cellular or Wi-Fi)? Google Earth can only pull a map of an
area when it is connected to a live network. If the Search Device is connected to a Detector, Google
Earth may not pull an area map, even if the Search Device is within cellular range. Connect the Search
Device to a live Wi-Fi network, or disconnect the Search Device from the Detector Wi-Fi network to use
a cellular connection.
If you predict you will need to view search results offline, you can cache an area map in Google Earth for
offline viewing by navigating to the search area while online and prior to conducting the search. Hover
over the area where the search will be conducted at various altitudes. The lower the hover altitude, the
better the resolution will be for offline viewing.
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